Most manure book values used today from the MidWest Plan Service (MWPS) and American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE) were derived from manure samples prior to 2003. To update these manure test values, the University of Minnesota in partnership with the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute (MSI) and the Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) is working to build a dynamic manure test database called ManureDB. The database will meet FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) to ensure the data is shared and used by a wide audience. During this database construction, the University of Minnesota collected manure data spanning the last decade from five labs across the country. Trends, similarities, and challenges arose when comparing these samples. Having current manure test numbers will assist in more accurate nutrient management planning, manure storage design, manure land application, and serve agricultural modeling purposes.

An application for continuing education credit for Certified Crop Advisors (CCAs) and members of the American Registry of Professional Animal Scientists (ARPAS) will be submitted.

More Information on the Topic
- Related Waste to Worth 2022 Proceedings:
- Lab websites
  https://wilsonlab.cfans.umn.edu/
  https://bbe.umn.edu/people/erin-cortus
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If it is your first time joining us for the LPELC webinar series, follow the steps at: lpec.org/how-do-i-participate-in-a-webcast/
If you are a returning viewer, go to lpec.org/live to download presentations and connect live.